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Disclaimer
These materials are public information and have been prepared solely for

educational and entertainment purposes to contribute to the understanding of U.S.

intellectual property law and practice. These materials reflect only the personal

views of the joint authors and are not individualized legal advice. It is understood

that each case is fact-specific, and that the appropriate solution in any case will vary.

Therefore, these materials may or may not be relevant to any particular situation.

And not all views expressed herein are subscribed to by each joint author. Thus, the

authors and Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP (including

Finnegan Europe LLP, and Fei Han Foreign Legal Affairs Law Firm) cannot be bound

either philosophically or as representatives of various present and future clients to

the comments expressed in these materials. The presentation of these materials

does not establish any form of attorney-client relationship with the authors or

Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP (including Finnegan Europe

LLP, and Fei Han Foreign Legal Affairs Law Firm). While every attempt was made to

ensure that these materials are accurate, errors or omissions may be contained

therein, for which any liability is disclaimed.
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Duty Of  Disclosure: The Basics

• Everyone involved in drafting and prosecuting US patent 
application owes a duty of disclosure to the USPTO (even 
though Rule 56 has been suspended, it is germane).

– 37 C.F.R. §1.56:  Each individual associated with the filing 
and prosecution of a patent application has a duty of 
candor and good faith in dealing with the Office, which 
includes a duty to disclose to the Office all information 
known to that individual to be material to patentability[.]  

– M.P.E.P. §2000

Intent
to

deceive material
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Who Has A Rule 56 Duty?

• Individuals associated with the filing or 
prosecution of a patent application are:
– Inventors

– attorney or agent and 

– every other person who is substantively 
involved in the preparation or prosecution of the 
application and who is associated with the 
inventor, with the assignee or with anyone to 
whom there is an obligation to assign the 
application.
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How Long Does Duty Last?

• Through issuance (unless back before USPTO via reexam/IPR/PGR 
or reissue).  But see also 3D Medical case on the next slide.

• But perhaps not during patent term extension - See Schering Corp. v. Mylan 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Slip Copy, 2011 WL 1885709 (D.N.J. May 17, 2011) 
(unpublished)

– “in view of the specific allegations at issue in this motion, the Court does not 
interpret the duty of candor and good faith identified in §1.765 to require the 
disclosure of potentially invalidating prior art relating to the '721 patent. The Court 
therefore concludes that Schering's alleged failure to disclose such information 
during the term extension proceedings would not support a finding of inequitable 
conduct[.]”
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Beyond Issuance? Possibly

• 3D Medical Imaging Systems, LLC v. Visage Imaging, Inc., 2:14-
cv-00267 (N.D. Ga. Jan. 11, 2017)

– Patent expired Jan. 16, 2013, for failure to pay maintenance fee.

– New owner petitioned PTO to reinstate for “unintentional delay.”

– PTO granted petition and reinstated patent. 

– But the new owner did not know the non-payment was unintentional.

– DC: Certification was inequitable conduct.
• “[S]ubmitted petition without any idea whether certification was true.”
• Misrepresentation, “but for” material, specific intent to deceive because 

certified without any knowledge of the truth. 

• See also, Ulead Sys., Inc. v. Lex Comput. & Mgmt. Corp., 351 F.3d 1139, 1144 (Fed. Cir. 2003); Nilssen v. Osram Sylvania, Inc., 
504 F.3d 1223, 1231 (Fed. Cir. 2007), which involved misrepresentations of small entity status for maintenance fees.  
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IF PROSECUTION IS RE-OPENED

• Post-grant proceedings such as ex parte reexamination, inter 
partes review, and post-grant review -> the duty of disclosure 
applies. 

• Inequitable conduct is not a ground upon which an IPR or PGR 
petition may challenge issued claims.
– But that means no estoppel in the district court on the issue of 

inequitable conduct. 35 U.S.C. §315(e)/ §325(e). 

• Since the duty of disclosure applies during the IPR/PGR 
proceeding, an omission or misrepresentation discovered in 
the course of the IPR/PGR, or in a declaration submitted in an 
IPR/PGR, could be raised in the context of an allegation of 
inequitable conduct in subsequent district court litigation. 
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Fruit of  the Poisonous Tree Doctrine

In a finding of inequitable conduct, all claims, not just 
ones tainted by inequitable conduct, are unenforceable.

History of doctrine:

Modern 
Doctrine

Therasense, Inc. 
v. Becton, 

Dickinson & Co. 
(2011)

Fruit Decisions 
after 

Kingsdown 
(1988-2011)

Kingsdown 
Med. 

Consultants, 
Ltd. v. Hollister 

Inc. (1988)

Evolution into 
Law (1984-

1988)

J.P. Stevens & 
Co, Inc. v. Lex 

Tex Ltd. (1984)
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Fruit Doctrine Remains Post-Therasense

• Notably, the Therasense majority did not change the remedy, even after 
hinting that the remedy is not always fair.  

• Instead, it tried to limit the number of inequitable conduct cases in the first 
place. 

• Not everyone on the court agreed with this approach.
– Judge O’Malley, concurs in judgment but dissents in the inequitable conduct 

reforms.
• “[w]hile we have held previously that a finding of inequitable conduct renders 

unenforceable all claims of the wrongly procured patent and, in certain circumstances, 
related patents, this singular remedy is neither compelled by statute, nor consistent 
with the equitable nature of the doctrine.” 

• “I would overrule those cases and hold that, in the exercise of its discretion, a district 
court may choose to render fewer than all claims unenforceable . . . or may fashion 
some other reasonable remedy, so long as the remedy imposed by the court is 
“commensurate with the violation.”
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Therasense, Inc. v. Becton, Dickinson & Co., 
649 F.3d 1276 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (en banc)

– Abbott’s statements in US prosecution found to be inconsistent with 
statements made to the EPO.  

– Statements made to the EPO found to be not disclosed to USPTO 
examiner. 

– District court: Unenforceable for inequitable conduct.
• Withheld information was material, and “neither Pope nor Dr. Sanghera 

provided a credible explanation for failing to submit the EPO documents to the 
PTO”
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Therasense: Standard For Materiality 

• Therasense Majority (6-5) on Rehearing En Banc:

– “but for” materiality = if the PTO would not have allowed a claim 
had it been aware of the undisclosed prior art. 

– “affirmative egregious misconduct” exception =  no “but-for” 
materiality but it would otherwise be unjust to allow the patentee 
to enforce the patent.  Example: filing of an unmistakably false 
affidavit.  Does not include mere nondisclosure of prior art 
references.

– That majority was lost when Judge Rader departed. 
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Therasense: Standard For Intent

• Therasense Majority on Rehearing En Banc:

– specific intent to deceive = single most reasonable inference that 
one with a Rule 56 duty "knew of the reference, knew that it was 
material, and made a deliberate decision to withhold it.”  No more 
“should have known” standard for intent (no disagreement from 
dissent or concurring opinions). Absence of a good faith 
explanation for failure to disclose a material reference (which was 
the case in Therasense) does not, by itself, constitute intent to 
deceive. 

– Explicitly forbade inferring intent solely from materiality and 
abandoned the “sliding scale”.   (No disagreement in the dissenting 
or concurring opinions).
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Federal Circuit:
Inequitable Conduct Post-Therasense

CASE DC CAFC

Aventis Pharma S.A. v. Hospira, Inc., 675 
F.3d 1324 (Fed. Cir. 2012)

Inequitable conduct Affirmed.
Withheld references material.

Apotex Inc. v. Cephalon, Inc., 2011 WL 
6090696 (E.D. Pa. 2011), aff’d without 
opinion (Fed. Cir. April 8, 2013)

Inequitable conduct Affirmed.
Concealed supplier’s involvement in claimed invention.

Intellect Wireless, Inc. v. HTC Corp., 732 
F.3d 1339 (Fed. Cir. 2013)

Inequitable conduct Affirmed.
Submission of false declaration = affirmative egregious
misconduct .

Ohio Willow Wood Co. v. Alps South, LLC, 
813 F.3d 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2016)

Inequitable conduct Affirmed.
Failure to disclose material information = submitting a 
false affidavit.

Apotex, Inc. v. UCB, Inc., 763 F.3d 1354 
(Fed. Cir. 2014)

Inequitable conduct Affirmed.
Affirmative misrepresentations of prior art and test 
results.

American Calcar, Inc. v. American Honda 
Motor Co., Inc., 768 F.3d 1185 (Fed. Cir. 
2014)

Inequitable conduct Affirmed.
Failure to disclose material information. 

Worldwide Home Prods., Inc. v. Time, Inc., 
626 Fed.Appx. 1009 (Fed. Cir. Dec. 16, 
2015)

Inequitable conduct Case dismissed.
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Federal Circuit:

Inequitable Conduct Post-Therasense

CASE DC CAFC

Regeneron Pharms., Inc. v. Merus N.V., 864 F.3d 
1343 (Fed. Cir. 2017)(Newman dissenting), reh’g 
denied, Dec. 26, 2017, pet. for cert. filed May 
25, 2018 with one question: “Whether a patent 
right can be fully extinguished
based on misconduct committed by the 
patentee’s counsel during federal district court 
litigation to enforce the patent right.” 

Inequitable conduct.
Withheld documents 
were material.
Drew adverse inference of 
specific intent to deceive 
because of Regeneron’s 
discovery misconduct 
throughout the litigation. 

Affirmed.
Affirmative misrepresentations of 
prior art and test results.
“the district court did not abuse its 
discretion by sanctioning 
Regeneron” “for its litigation 
misconduct by drawing an adverse 
inference of specific intent to 
deceive.” 

Transweb, LLC v. 3M Innovative Properties Co., 
812 F.3d 1295 (Fed. Cir. 2016)

Inequitable conduct. 
But-for materiality: 
examiner would not have 
allowed the claims if the 
samples had been 
properly disclosed as prior 
art.
3M inventor and in-house 
attorney had specific 
intent to deceive.

Affirmed.
“evidence shows that [inventor] 
knew …that it was plasma-
fluorinated material.” 
In-house attorney “undertook an 
intentional scheme to paper over 
the potentially prior art nature of 
the Racal-received samples.”
In-house attorney “waited several 
years between learning of the 
potential TransWeb prior art and 
informing the patent office.”
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Recent Inequitable Conduct Case

• GS CleanTech Corp. v. Adkins Energy  LLC, 951 
F.3d 1310 (Fed. Cir. 2020), reh’g denied (2020)

June/July/Aug 2003

communication and 
testing of VDT’s oil 

recovery system with 
Agri-Energy and Alfa 

Laval; culminated 
with system diagram 
and proposal of offer 

to sell

Feb 2004

Contacted attorney 
about patent 

application; informed 
of on-sale bar law

May 2004

Centrifuge installed at 
Agri-Energy plant

Aug. 17, 2004

Patent application 
filed. Attorney did 
not know about 

2003 proposal or 
system diagram

May 2005

Non-prov app filed, 
disclosed Prevost 

application

July 2005

Attorney opinion 
could antedate 

Prevost with 
reduction to practice 

dated June 2003
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CleanTech (con’t)

March 2008

Transferred 
prosecution to Cantor 

Colburn; attorney 
explained on-sale bar 

and duty of candor

Sept 2008

Cantor Colburn knew 
of 2003 testing

May 2009 

Inventors denied had 
information regarding 
pre-filing disclosures 

or offers for sale

June 2009

Cantor Colburn 
filed letter with 

USPTO about 
2004 feasibility 

testing

Oct 2009

Patent issued

Mar 2010

Inventor provided 
signed copy of July 
2003 proposal to 
Cantor Colburn
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CleanTech (con’t)

June 2010

Cantor Colburn 
(Hagerty) filed IDS 

with statement that 
July 2003 Proposal 
irrelevant because 

patented method for 
never disclosed or 

performed more than 
one year before filing 

date 

Nov 2010

Cantor Colburn filed 
inventor declaration 

with copy of July 2003 
Proposal and 

statement that it was 
delivered on Aug. 18, 

2003

July 2012

Cantor Colburn filed 
second inventor 

declaration; did not 
retract any false 

information from first 
nor indicate 

significance of email 
of Aug. 1, 2003

June 2009

Cantor Colburn 
filed letter with 

USPTO about 
2004 feasibility 

testing

Oct 2009

Patent issued

Mar 2010

Inventor provided 
signed copy of July 
2003 proposal to 
Cantor Colburn
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CleanTech (con’t)

• CleanTech (con’t)

– 2013 district court: 

• Summary judgment that claims invalid for on-sale bar 
based on July 2003 Proposal.

• CleanTech’s patents unenforceable for inequitable 
conduct. 
– Inventors hid offer for sale from attorneys and USPTO.

– Cantor Colburn attorneys “cho[se] advocacy over candor.”
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CleanTech (con’t)

• CleanTech (con’t)

– FC: Affirmed.
• “the July 2003 Proposal constituted a pre-critical-date offer for 

sale” of the claimed invention.

• “the claimed invention was ready for patenting prior to the critical 
date.”

• “the Inventors and the attorneys at Cantor Colburn withheld 
evidence of successful testing in 2003 and made false 
representations by implying that the invention was not reduced to 
practice until 2004.”

• “the Inventors and Cantor Colburn made a ‘patently false’ 
statement in the First Cantrell Declaration, by claiming the July 
2003 Proposal was delivered to Agri-Energy after the critical date.”
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CleanTech (con’t)

• CleanTech (con’t)

– FC: Affirmed.

• “the Inventors’ and Cantor Colburn’s failure to correct 
the false declaration in the ’484 patent prosecution was 
“strong evidence of intentional deceit[.]” 

See, https://www.finnegan.com/en/insights/blogs/prosecution-first/the-defense-of-inequitable-conduct-is-alive-and-is-to-be-avoided.html

23
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Post-Dayco/McKesson
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Failure To Disclose Related Proceedings

• This may include any litigation or prosecution, 
whether domestic or foreign, concerning the 
patent family.

• Typically comes from three broad sources:

– Related litigation;

– Related applications; and

– Statements made to other regulatory bodies.
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Related Litigation

• Ohio Willow Co. v. Alps S., LLC, 813 F.3d 
1350 (Fed. Cir. 2016)

– Defendants alleged plaintiff failed to 
disclose three declarations from 
related litigation during the 
reexamination proceeding.
• The declarations supported 

testimony plaintiff claimed was 
uncorroborated.

– FC reversed inequitable conduct 
ruling
• Failed to show materiality: Alleging 

plaintiff failed to inform the PTO of 
the declarations when the only 
evidence plaintiff knew of them was 
that it was inconceivable plaintiff 
could be unaware was insufficient.

• The court did not address 
materiality.

• Outside the Box Innovations, LLC v. Travel 
Caddy, Inc., 695 F.3d 1285 (Fed. Cir. 2012)

– Defendants alleged plaintiff failed to 
disclose the existence of litigation for a 
parent patent during prosecution of the 
patent-in-suit.

– FC reversed finding of inequitable 
conduct.
• Failed to show materiality: Reversed 

district court; The litigation, while it could 
have become material later, was not 
during the pendency of the application 
where no contentions on patentability or 
alleged prior art had been disclosed.

• Failed to show intent: Reversed district 
court; the mere failure to disclose material 
information, even incredibly relevant 
material, alone is insufficient to show 
intent.
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Related Applications

• 1st Media, LLC v. Elec. Arts, Inc., 694 
F.3d 1367 (Fed. Cir. 2012)

– Defendants alleged plaintiff failed 
to disclose three references used 
to reject claims in related patents.
• One of the related patents was 

international.

– FC reversed inequitable conduct 
ruling
• Reversed finding of intent: The 

case was decided pre-Therasense
and the lack of showing specific 
intent to deceive the PTO was 
fatal; mere knowledge of 
materiality and failure to disclose 
was insufficient.

• The court did not address the 
lower courts finding of 
materiality.

• Apotex Inc. v. UCB, Inc., 763 F.3d 1354 
(Fed. Cir. 2014)

– Defendants alleged plaintiff failed to 
disclose prior art references cited in an 
earlier, related application.

– FC affirmed inequitable conduct ruling 
on alternative grounds, so did not 
address this ground of the lower 
court’s inequitable conduct ruling.
• The court did not address the lower 

court’s finding of materiality for this 
issue.

• The court did not address the lower 
court’s findings of materiality or intent 
for this issue.
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Related Applications (con’t)

• Cordis Corp. v. Boston Scientific 
Corp., 658 F.3d 1347 (Fed. Cir 2011

– Defendants alleged plaintiff failed 
to disclose prior art cited in a 
foreign counterpart application

– FC affirmed ruling of no 
inequitable conduct
• Failed to allege intent: The 

evidence permitted multiple 
inferences besides an intent to 
deceive the PTO and was thus 
insufficient; Cordis’s attorney 
presented testimony he didn’t 
know the content of the reference 
and disclosed it when he did 
learn.

• The court found that the 
reference was material, and 
affirmed the district court’s 
finding of materiality.

• Regeneron Pharm., Inc. v. Merus N.V., 864 
F.3d 1343 (Fed. Cir. 2017)

– Defendants alleged plaintiff failed to 
disclose three references disclosed in 
the parent application of the patent.
• The references were submitted by a 

third-party.

– FC affirmed inequitable conduct ruling.
• Affirmed finding of materiality: Each of 

the references made the patent 
obvious, and thus were but-for 
material.

• Affirmed finding of intent: Drawing an 
adverse inference of intent to deceive 
the PTO because of plaintiff’s extensive 
litigation misconduct, especially 
discovery misconduct related to the 
inequitable conduct claim.
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What To Watch Out For

• Litigations and rejections for any patents in the patent family.
– If they touch on the same subject matter, make sure to disclose.

• Statements being made to regulatory agencies.
– If they are inconsistent with statements being made to the PTO, make 

sure the PTO has the evidence it needs in order to independently 
evaluate the assertions.

• Foreign applications and statements.
– Can be an easy trap if there is not careful communication between 

counsel filing in all the various jurisdictions
– It can be good to have a “general contractor” watching over the entire 

family—U.S. and abroad.
– Consider making a master chart: all prior art cited in all jurisdictions; 

what claims allowed in different jurisdictions; what positions taken in 
different jurisdictions.
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Interactions with Other Agencies (e.g. FDA)

Materiality Intent 

What, where, why, how
• Requires specific allegations of disclosures in 

submission that would have been but-for 
material for PTO

• Standards, purposes of FDA, PTO submissions 
generally different thus data and statements 
not necessarily material…

• …however, prior art references are more 
likely to be found material.

Who
• Important to consider actions of individuals

interacting with both FDA and PTO

Withholding from the PTO evidence previously 
submitted to the FDA may show knowledge of 
materiality.
• Review of references in FDA submissions 

sufficient to prove knowledge of references.
• Role as co-author on FDA-related studies 

sufficient to prove knowledge of studies.

Deliberate action may be inferred from 
participation in both FDA, PTO submissions
• Intent to deceive inferred from disclosing in 

one instance and not the other.
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In Stryker, accused infringer 
argued for IC for failure to disclose 
prior art reference used in 510(k). 
Stryker at 800.

E.D. N.Y. court found for patent 
owner for no IC. Id. at 805. 

Materiality of prior art references 
disclosed to FDA evaluated on 
relationship to claim. Id. at 800–
805.

In Ranbaxy, accused infringer 
argued for IC for failure to disclose 
data to PTO that was given to 
FDA. Ranbaxy at 523.

D. Del. court found for patent 
owner for no IC. Id. at 525.

Inventor not involved in FDA 
interaction, thus no evidence he 
had belief in materiality for 
patentability of FDA data. Id. at 
523–24.

In Marine Polymer, accused 
infringer argued for failure to 
disclose FDA submission to PTO. 
Marine Polymer at *5.

D. N.H. court found for patent 
owner for no IC. Id. at *5. 

Even 510(k) (substantial 
equivalence) submission to FDA 
insufficient to allege IC without 
sufficient specificity. Id. at *2.

Materiality Requires Specificity

Must point to specifics 
within FDA submissions

FDA submissions must 
actually fall under 

disputed claims

Must show knowledge of 
materiality by individual

Marine Polymer Technologies, Inc v. HemCon, Inc., 2010 WL 3070197; Stryker Corp. v. Intermedics Orthopedics, Inc., 891 F.Supp.751 (E.D. N.Y. 1995); Pfizer Inc. v. 
Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd., 405 F.Supp.2d 495 (D. Del. 2005), aff'd in part, rev'd in part and remanded, 457 F.3d 1284 (Fed. Cir. 2006)

WHAT HOW, WHY WHO
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Materiality: Standards Differ Among Agencies

General data to FDA…

Clinical goals to FDA…

…not prima facie “material” 
for PTO

Prior art…

Highly specific statements 
or data…

…have been found to be 
“material” for PTO.

Data for FDA may be irrelevant for PTO (Ranbaxy at 522–24)
• Specific data required by FDA can properly be determined by expert 

to be irrelevant to PTO, e.g. in vivo data may be important to FDA 
but not relevant to specific PTO comparisons

Hypothesis statements to FDA not inconsistent with representing 
results as unexpected to PTO (Galderma at 648)
• D. Del. court concluded that statements in FDA IND submission 

“merely a statement of hypothesis to be tested”
• “There is nothing irreconcilably inconsistent” about “being genuinely 

surprised ex post” when hypothesis proven correct

References submitted to FDA can be material prior art (Aventis at 1334)
• Individual insisted specific reference be part of clinical brochure, 

failed to disclose in declaration.
• Reference determined to be material prior art.

Conflict with PTO assertions may be material (Merck at 1420)
• Data submitted to FDA demonstrated drowsiness
• Patent owner “argued over and over” to PTO that drug was “free of 

side effects…[including]…drowsiness”
• Fed. Cir. agreed representation of side effects was material.

Pfizer Inc. v. Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd., 405 F.Supp.2d 495 (D. Del. 2005), aff'd in part, rev'd in part and remanded, 457 F.3d 1284 (Fed. Cir. 2006); Galderma 
Laboratories, L.P. v. Tolmar, Inc. 891 F.Supp.2d 588 (D. Del. 2012); Aventis Pharma S.A. v. Hospira, Inc. 675 F.3d 1324 (Fed. Cir. 2012); Merck & Co., Inc. v. Danbury 
Pharmacal, Inc., 873 F.2d 1418 (Fed. Cir. 1989)
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Intent: Supervision Of  FDA Submission May Be Sufficient

Under Therasense, specific intent to deceive must be ‘the single most reasonable inference able to 
be drawn from the evidence”

Specifically insisting that prior art reference be part of FDA submission (clinical brochure) while 
failing to disclose art may be sufficient to show intent
• Project leader for drug under dispute failed to disclose reference to the PTO that he had insisted 

be included in clinical brochure six months before signing patent declaration (Aventis at 1336).
• Such conduct deemed by district court to be evidence that individual “purposefully decided not to 

disclose” the art despite being “aware of the reference’s materiality to the prosecution of his 
patents” (Id.)

• Fed. Cir. upheld district court’s holding of inequitable conduct as “well-reasoned analysis that is 
consistent with Therasense” (Id.)

Personally co-authoring articles related to FDA studies is sufficient for intent
• Inventor failed to disclose prior art, despite co-authoring articles related to FDA study supporting 

approval of art (Biomet at *1)
• District Court granted motion to amend complaint to include IC, agreeing that intent sufficiently 

alleged based on inventor’s failure to disclose FDA study and other articles and inventor’s 
“substantial experience to know the patent procurement process (Biomet at *4)

Therasense, Inc. v. Becton, Dickinson and Co., 649 F.3d 1276, 1291–92 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (internal quotes omitted); Aventis Pharma S.A. v. Hospira, Inc. 675 F.3d 1324 
(Fed. Cir. 2012); Biomet Inc. v. Bonutti Skeletal Innovations LLC, Slip Copy, 2015 WL 13657627 (N.D.Ind. 2015).
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Unclean Hands
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What Is “Unclean Hands”?

A doctrine that provides equitable relief to accused 
infringers in the form of dismissal of the case. 

Keystone Driller Co. v. General Excavator Co., 290 
U.S. 240 (1933)

The unclean hands doctrine may not be the 
same thing as inequitable conduct. Compare 
Gilead with Therasense.
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Doctrine of  Unclean Hands = Inequitable 

Conduct?

Therasense Majority: NO

Inequitable conduct has . . .

• “a broader scope of misconduct”

• “a different and more potent 
remedy”

Inequitable conduct requires . . . 

• “the specific intent to deceive the 
PTO”

• “but-for materiality”
– an exception for “affirmative egregious 

misconduct”

Therasense Dissent (O’Malley): YES

“[T]he asserted dichotomy is a false one.” 

• ‘[I]nequitable conduct is no more than the 
unclean hands doctrine applied to 
particular conduct before the PTO.’
– Consol. Aluminum Corp. v. Foseco Int’l Ltd., 910 

F.2d 804 (Fed. Cir. 1990).
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Unclean Hands: 

Independent Of  Inequitable Conduct

• Gilead Sciences, Inc. v. Merck & Co, Inc., Case No. 13-cv-04057 

(N.D. Cal.)

– Gilead filed declaratory judgment action for noninfringement and invalidity.

– Merck counterclaimed against Gilead for induced and contributory infringement, 

alleging that two of Merck’s patents, the ‘499 and ‘712, cover sofosbuvir, the active 

ingredient in Sovaldi® and Harvoni®. 

– DC: Summary judgment of infringement.

– Jury: patents valid even over 102(f) and 102(g) defenses; $200 M damage award.

– Gilead raised equitable defenses of waiver and unclean hands. 
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Gilead At A Glance
• NDA in place that prohibited Merck personnel from using Gilead info for Merck 

prosecution.

• Prosecuting lawyer for Merck is on phone call when Gilead discloses it uses 
Compound A.

• That lawyer has app pending for Merck that supports broad genus, encompassing 
Compound A, but Merck had not recognized the significance of Compound A.

• Lawyer amends Merck’s claims in first patent to focus on Compound A. A different 
lawyer amends claims in second patent.

• Merck sues Gilead, wins $200m judgment.

• Jury finds no derivation.

• Judge finds unclean hands – both patents can’t be enforced against Gilead.
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Federal Circuit Affirms

• Gilead Sciences, Inc. v. Merck & Co., Inc., 888 F.3d 1231 

(Fed. Cir. 2018)(TARANTO, Clevenger, and Chen)

– Affirmed. 

• “[T]he connection of Pharmasset’s work on PSI-6130 with Dr. Durette, 

Merck, and Merck’s 2005 claim amendments for what became the ‘499 

patent…, together with Dr. Durette’s eventual testimony about those 

connections, came to be the basis of the district court’s ultimate 

determination that Merck had unclean hands, precluding patent 

enforcement against Gilead.” 

• Federal Circuit also affirmed unclean hands on the ‘712 patent. 
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• Supreme Court governing legal standard:

– Keystone Driller Co. v. General Excavation Co., 290 U.S. 240, 245 
(1933) and Precision Instrument Mfg. Co. v. Automotive 
Maintenance Machinery Co., 324 U.S. 806, 814-15 (1945).  

– “immediate and necessary relation” standard “must be met if 
the conduct normally would enhance the claimant’s position 
regarding legal rights that are important to the litigation if the 
impropriety is not discovered and corrected.” 

– Why was impropriety attributed to the ‘712 patent? No evidence 
that Bergman committed any.

Federal Circuit Affirms
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• Immediately and necessarily related to the equity of giving Merck the 
relief of patent enforcement (nothing implicated Bergman):

– Pre-litigation business misconduct
• Dr. Durette violated firewall; and 
• Merck continued to use Dr. Durette in related patent prosecutions after the 

call.

– Litigation misconduct
• Dr. Durette gave intentionally false testimony about participation in phone call; 

and 
• Dr. Durette gave intentionally false testimony about origin of  Merck’s 2005 

amendment.

– Balancing of the equities
• No abuse of discretion.
• “The district court…had sufficient reason to find that both patents were 

tainted by the patentee’s misconduct, especially the litigation misconduct.” 

Federal Circuit Affirms
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How Does A Finding Of  Unclean Hands Affect 

The Patent & Related Patents? 

• Aptix Corp. v. Quickturn Design Systems, Inc., 269 F.3d 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2001)
– September 1989 – Aptix files a patent application.
– August 1996 – Aptix receives a patent based on the application.
– N.D. Cal. local rules required patentees disclose the date of conception for each asserted 

claim.
– April 1998 – Aptix submitted seventeen pages of inventor’s alleged 1988 notebook and 

inventor’s alleged 1989 notebook.

– DC: Dismissed complaint and held patent unenforceable.
• The notebook was a “complete fraud from bark to core, a notebook without a single genuine entry.”
• Substantial differences existed with a copy of the 1989 notebook obtained in discovery.
• Found litigation misconduct, relying on Keystone.

– Aptix had attempted to “defraud the Court and to strengthen its patent through a premeditated and sustained 
campaign of lies and forgery.”

– “Here, [inventor’s] unconscionable acts had the same immediate and necessary relation to the relief Aptix sought 
as did Downie’s unconscionable acts to the relief Keystone sought.”

– FC: Affirmed dismissal but not unenforceable holding. 
• “The doctrine of unclean hands does not reach out to extinguish a property right based on misconduct during 

litigation to enforce the right.”
• “While inequitable conduct before the PTO renders the patent unenforceable by any party, the unclean hands 

doctrine bars only the offending party.”
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Consol. Aluminum Corp. v. Foseco Intern. Ltd., 

910 F.2d 804 (Fed. Cir. 1990)

“[This case is] the first instance in which this court is 
required to consider the equitable maxim ‘he who 
comes into equity must come with clean hands” in 
determining whether inequitable conduct in procuring 
one patent-in-suit requires a holding that other 
patents-in-suit are unenforceable.”

– “We are not, however, without guidance. Keystone Driller 
and Precision Instrument teach us that circumstances may 
require an affirmative answer to that inquiry.”
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Consol. Aluminum Corp. – The Facts

Inequitable conduct: Patentee intentionally withheld the best 
mode and disclosed a fictitious, inoperative mode in its earlier 
’917 patent.

– Patentee then relied on the withheld best mode in successfully 
prosecuting the ’081 patent.

– The ’212 and ’303 patents were continuations-in-part of the ’081 
patent.

Affirmed N.D. Ill.’s holding that the intentional concealment of 
the best mode and disclosure of a fictitious inoperable mode 
during prosecution of the ’917 patent “so soiled [patentee’s] 
hands as to render the ’081, ’212 and ’303 patents equally 
unenforceable.”
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Consol. Aluminum Corp. –

Inequitable Conduct and Unclean Hands

“Indeed, what we have termed ‘inequitable conduct’ is no more 
than the unclean hands doctrine applied to particular conduct 
before the PTO.” 

– “To hold that unclean hands applies only to conduct before a court 
would be contrary to our precedent applying the doctrine to conduct 
before the PTO.”

Unclean Hands

Inequitable 
Conduct

Court’s understanding 
of inequitable conduct 
and unclean hands.
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Effect on Patent, Related Patents, and Related 

Causes of  Action

• A finding of unclean hands does not render the patent 
unenforceable, but instead bars the patentee from enforcing 
the patent against the accused infringer who successfully 
showed unclean hands. Aptix.

• Judges have discretion as to whether a finding of unclean 
hands warrants dismissal of related causes of action. A.H. 
Emery Co.

• Patentees may be barred from enforcing other patents if they 
are directly related to the inequitable conduct. Consol. 
Aluminum Corp.
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Conduct as Basis for Fee Award

• Howmedica Osteonics Corp. v. Zimmer, Inc., 2018 WL 2378406 (D. NJ 2018)
– District court granted partial summary judgment of no infringement, and 

appeal of inter partes reexam decision held all claims invalid. 
– Zimmer moved for award of fees (≈$14M). 

• Case “exceptional” because of inequitable conduct before the PTO, but case may be 
“exceptional” even if inequitable conduct not proved. 

• Alleged inequitable conduct was withholding test data, publications by employee, 
and affiliation of employee with plaintiff at time of declaration. 

– DC: Found case exceptional based on totality of the circumstances.
• “will use the inequitable conduct framework of materiality and intent as a guide in 

considering Plaintiff’s conduct before the PTO”
• “Even if this did not constitute inequitable conduct, the Court finds that the 

selective disclosure of data and evasive responses provided to the Examiner are 
evidence of bad faith leading to a finding that this is an exceptional case.”  

• “Presenting the declaration from Wang which explicitly contradicted his 
publications, and the failure to present the Wang papers themselves, are evidence 
of subjective bad faith leading to the conclusion that this is an exceptional case.”
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Avoiding Inequitable Conduct and Unclean 

Hands
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• Are subjective evaluations presented as fact? 
Are assertions supported by science?
– Purdue Pharma L.P. v. Endo Pharms., Inc., 438 F.3d 1123 

(Fed. Cir. 2006)

• Do they know of any prior art?

• Do they have any articles or publications on the 
subject matter of the invention?
– Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Rhône-Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 326 

F.3d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 2003) 

Questions To Ask Inventors: 

Answers Have Inequitable Conduct Implications
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• Were all the experiments described performed as described?

– Hoffmann-LaRoche, Inc. v. Promega Corp., 323 F.3d 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2003)

– Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Bio-Technology General Corp., 424 F.3d 

1347 (Fed. Cir. 2005) 

– Pharmacia Corp. v. Par Pharmaceutical, Inc., 417 F.3d 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2005)

– Apotex, Inc. v. UCB, Inc., 763 F.3d 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2014)

• Are there experiments and/or experiment details that were not 
included in the specification?  

– Aventis Pharma S.A. v. Amphastar Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 525 F.3d 1334 (Fed. Cir. 

2008)

More Questions To Ask Inventors: 

Answers Have Inequitable Conduct Implications
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• Are there undisclosed data?
– Cargill, Inc. v. Canbra Foods, Ltd., 476 F.3d 1359 (Fed. Cir. 

2007)

• Are the data being relied upon to establish 
patentability?

More Questions To Ask Inventors: 

Answers Have Inequitable Conduct Implications
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• Is there information in the files of those having a Rule 
56 duty that is inconsistent with those data submitted? 
Arguments made?

– Monsanto Co. v. Bayer Bioscience N.V., 514 F.3d 1229 (Fed. Cir. 2008)

– Ferring B.V. v. Barr Labs., Inc., 437 F.3d 1181 (Fed. Cir. 2006)

More Questions To Ask Inventors: 

Answers Have Inequitable Conduct Implications
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• Do they know of any related applications? Office 
Actions in any related applications?  related 
patents? any litigation on the related patents?

– McKesson Information Solutions, Inc. v. Bridge Medical, Inc., 487 
F.3d 897 (Fed. Cir. 2007)

– Nilssen v. Osram Sylvania, Inc., 504 F.3d 1223 (Fed. Cir. 2007)

– Leviton Mfg. Co., Inc. v. Universal Sec. Instruments, Inc., 606 F.3d 
1353 (Fed. Cir. 2010)

– Masimo Corp. v. Philips Electronic North Am. Corp., C.A. No. 09-80-
LPS (D. Del. 2016)

More Questions To Ask Inventors: 

Answers Have Inequitable Conduct Implications
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How, If  At All, Can Inequitable Conduct be 

Purged? 

Historically, when inequitable conduct occurred during prosecution, it could not be 
purged or cured after the patent has issued—including during post-grant 
proceedings, such as reexamination and reissue.

In other words, the test could only be passed during prosecution.

This may no longer be true post-AIA reissue or supplemental examination. May not 
apply to pending ex parte prosecution.
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The Inequitable Conduct in 

Rohm & Haas

• The patent in question was directed to an herbicide called propanil, which was 
intended to compete with, and replace, prior art herbicides like DCAA and 
DCIBA.

• The prosecuting attorney, Rohm & Haas’s Chief Patent Counsel, had since 
passed away.

• To overcome specific objections and reservations by the Examiner, the 
patentees:
– Destroyed the first draft of an affidavit that contained unfavorable comparison data 

between DCAA and propanil, and replaced it with an affidavit that showed that DCAA had 
zero effectiveness.

– Changed their testing strategy, and the resulting data to omit all data that showed DCAA 
would work well.

– Changed all of the data of a DCIBA test on an affidavit to indicate that high amounts of 
DCIBA would be required to achieve the results of a lower amount of propanil.

– On this affidavit, the patentees reported an edited, worst possible case for DCIBA activity, 
i.e., only reporting the worst of several readings.
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• “Compared” data for propanil taken at a time of year when 
plant kill resistance rates are high with DCIBA taken at a time 
of year when such resistance is low.

• When asked by the Examiner for raw data, submitted over 
3,700 pages of data, only 1,326 of which were relevant and 
many of which were duplicative.
– In this raw data, listed the compounds by a variety of different 

formulae and names, making it difficult if not impossible to 
discern which data applied to which compound.

– But simultaneously including easily-understood tables when 
the data was favorable.

The Inequitable Conduct in 

Rohm & Haas
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And Thus, a Three-Part Test Was Born for 

“Curing” Inequitable Conduct

• To cure an intentional misrepresentation, the applicant must:
1. “expressly advise the PTO of [the misrepresentation’s] existence, stating 

specifically where it resides.”
• “It does not suffice” to merely supply the examiner “with accurate facts without calling his 

attention to the untrue or misleading assertions sought to be overcome, leaving him to 
formulate his own conclusions.”

2. advise the PTO “what the actual facts are, the applicant making it clear that 
further examination in light thereof may be required.”

3. “establish patentability of the claimed subject matter” “on the new and 
factually accurate record.”

• “[A] complete cure must…be demonstrated by clear, unequivocal, and convincing 
evidence.” (This arises out of district court litigation; same standard for ex parte 
prosecution, reissue, or Supplemental Examination??)
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Rohm & Haas Cure: It’s a Hard Test

• Since 1983, cure has been mentioned in at 
least twenty-three cases, and seriously raised 
in at least eleven.

• But no cure of inequitable conduct has ever 
been found under the Rohm & Haas test.
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Examples 

• Intellect Wireless, Inc. v. HTC Corp., 732 F.3d 1339 (2013)

– During prosecution, the patentee submitted a false declaration stating that 
“the claimed invention was actually reduced to practice” and that a prototype 
was shown at a meeting.

– In reality, the invention was never reduced to practice.

– A revised declaration was submitted, but it “danced around the truth,” stating 
that the inventor was relying on constructive reduction to practice.

• Never expressly discussed nor negated the false statements in the original 
declaration, nor advised the PTO of their existence.

• Still referred to “actual reduction to practice”.

• Nowhere stated the actual facts—the invention had never been reduced to 
practice.

– Patentee’s attempted cure—the revised declaration—didn’t even pass the first 
prong of the Rohm & Haas test.
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Examples 

• eSpeed, Inc. v. Brokertec USA, LLC, 417 F. Supp. 2d 580 (D. Del. 2006), aff’d, 80 F.3d 
1129 (Fed. Cir. 2007)
– Applicant had not disclosed a material prior art reference in two applications that led to 

an issued patent.
– Finally disclosed the previously-withheld reference during the prosecution of a later 

patent.
– The inequitable misconduct was not cured in the issued patent.

• Alza Corp. v. Mylan Labs., Inc., 391 F.3d 1265 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (Dyk, J., dissenting)
– In the dissent, Judge Dyk comments that when a patentee makes a false statement to 

the examiner, the simultaneous submission of accurate facts cannot cure the inequitable 
conduct of the false statement.

• Upjohn Co. v. Mova Pharm. Corp., 31 F. Supp. 2d 211 (D.P.R. 1998), aff'd in part, 
225 F.3d 1306 (Fed. Cir. 2000)
– Applicant failed to include unfavorable experimental evidence along with favorable 

results, some of which were the result of faulty experimental methods.
– The applicant later told the Examiner of the defects in the experimental method, but 

never disclosed the other failed experiments or their results.
– The inequitable conduct was not cured. 
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For Mere Failures to Disclose, 

the Young test

• Young v. Lumenis, Inc., 492 F.3d 1336 (Fed. Cir. 
2007)

– “an alleged omission,” can be “cured by a timely 
submission” “in time for the examiner to consider 
it.” Id. at 1349.
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Examples

• Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 326 F.3d 1226 (Fed. 
Cir. 2003)

– Patentee intentionally did not disclose a prior art scientific article.

– Did supply the Examiner with a copy of his previously-filed French patent 
application and search report, which did not specifically list the article.

– Make sure PTO initials disclosure document.

– The inequitable conduct was not cured.

• Semiconductor Energy Lab., Co. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., 24 F. Supp. 2d 537 
(E.D. Va. 1998), aff'd, 204 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2000)
– Applicant improperly omitted material prior art in a chain of patents that led to the 

grant of a patent.

– In a later application, the applicant disclosed the previously-withheld material.

– The inequitable conduct was not cured.
• The later disclosure was not sufficiently timely to be a Young-type cure. 
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Examples
• Applied Materials, Inc. v. Advanced Semiconductor Materials America, 

No. C-92-20643 RMW, 1994 WL 270714, (N.D. Cal. Apr. 19, 1994), aff’d, 104 
F.3d 376 (Fed. Cir. 1996)
– Applicant failed to disclose a prior art reference in an abandoned application.
– In a later application, applicant disclosed all material references, including those 

previously not disclosed.
– “Because this is not a case of nondisclosure, but a case of delayed disclosure, 

the materiality of the delay, not the materiality of the reference, must be 
assessed.”

– Disclosure of the prior art in the later application cured the misrepresentations 
“because the Patent Examiner could independently assess the veracity of the 
alleged misstatements by examining the prior art.”

– The patentee’s “failure to disclose a prior art…reference cannot be inequitable 
conduct when the reference was disclosed in a continuing application.”

– Note this was not a case where the earlier patent issued and was challenged for 
inequitable conduct; rather, the later patent application issued over the 
disclosure of the references.
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Effects of  Failing to Cure

• If an earlier act of inequitable conduct is not cured under Rohm & Haas, 
“it will continue to infect the process.”
– Semiconductor Energy Lab. Co. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., 24 F. Supp.2d 537, 544-

545 (E.D. Va. 1998), aff’d, 204 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2000)

• “Cure cannot be achieved through manipulation of patent prosecution 
procedures, such as canceling or amending claims or filing continuation 
and divisional applications.” 
– Semiconductor, at 545.

• “Omission of a reference material to certain claims cannot be cured simply by 
canceling or amending those claims during prosecution so that they do not issue in 
the same form in which they were drafted.” 
– Baxter Int'l, Inc. v. McGaw, Inc., 149 F.3d 1321 (Fed. Cir. 1998)

• But, as we saw in Applied Materials, subsequent disclosure can, in certain 
circumstances, preserve enforceability of patents granted from later 
applications.
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• eSpeed, Inc., 417 F. Supp. 2d 580, 596 (D. Del. 2006)
– “Where the alleged inequitable conduct is not an affirmative 

misrepresentation to the PTO of facts, but is instead the withholding of a 
material prior art reference, district courts are split on whether an 
applicant must follow all of the requirements of Rohm & Haas.”

– Aff’d, 80 F.3d 1129 (Fed. Cir. 2007): “to have cured the inequitable 
conduct committed during the prosecution of the '733 application, 
eSpeed must have met all of the requirements of Rohm & Haas, and it 
did not.” 

• Exergen Corp. v. Brooklands Inc., No. CV 12-12243-DPW, 
2018 WL 833588, at *10–11 (D. Mass. Feb. 13, 2018)
– “It is not settled whether, or in what circumstances, subsequent 

disclosure alone cures the prior withholding . . . .”

Courts Are Split On When the R&H Cure 

is Needed
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What Does Split Mean?
• If the inequitable conduct involved an affirmative misrepresentation or falsity, 

curing the conduct will generally require passing the Rohm & Haas test, usually 
before the patent is granted, although AIA’s Supplemental Exam of an issued 
patent, to be discussed later, may be an exception.

• If the inequitable conduct involved simply an omission or a withholding in the 
current application, Rohm & Haas may not be relevant, and curing the conduct 
may only require presenting the previously-withheld references, a la Young.

– If the omission occurred in an earlier application that led to the grant of a 
patent, the Rohm & Haas test may still apply to entirely new applications 
seeking to retroactively cure that omission.

– And do you really want to risk it or just always assume that Rohm & Haas 
applies?
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Curing An Intentional Misrepresentation 

or Falsity

Tell

First, tell the 
Examiner that a 
misrepresentation 
was made, and 
point out exactly 
where it is in the 
application.

Advise

Second, advise 
the Examiner 
of what the 
correct facts 
actually are-
further 
examination 
may be 
required.

Establish

Third, 
establish—on 
the new, 
accurate 
record—that 
the claimed 
subject matter 
is patentable.

Remember

Remember, a 
complete cure 
must usually be 
demonstrated 
by clear, 
unequivocal, 
and convincing 
evidence, but 
how does that 
apply to an AIA 
Supplemental 
Examination?
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Curing An Omission

If the application is still 
pending, submit the 
missing references to 
the Examiner as soon 
as possible, and 
certainly at a 
meaningful time 
before issuance to try 
to short circuit the 
omission from 
becoming material.

1

If the patent has 
been granted, apply 
for a reissue 
examination under 
35 U.S.C. § 251, but 
will that really be a 
cure?

2

Alternatively if reissue 
is not the best option, 
request AIA’s 
supplemental 
examination under 35 
U.S.C. § 257.

And just how viable is 
Supplemental Exam to 
cure?

3
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Curing an Omission Through Reissue?

• 35 U.S.C. § 251 provides for the reissue of defective patents.

• Reissue allows a patentee to correct errors in the patent at any time and allows broadening within 
two years of the issue date.
– Pre-AIA, required the patentee to submit a declaration that the error in the patent arose “without 

any deceptive intention”—meaning that hard core inequitable conduct was held not to be curable 
through reissue.

• The AIA eliminated this requirement, and no reissue case attempting to cure inequitable conduct 
has arisen yet.

• Reissue may now be available to cure a failure to disclose.

• If the reissue claim is upheld, having been presented along with all the relevant prior art (including 
that which was previously withheld), then argue that the previous inequitable conduct must not 
have risen to the “but-for” materiality standard required under Therasense.

• Isn’t this a Young v. Lumenis cure?

• Would you still run through the Rohm & Haas cure?
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• 35 U.S.C. § 257(a): “A patent owner may request supplemental examination 
of a patent in the Office to consider, reconsider, or correct information 
believed to be relevant to the patent[.]” 
– Does not use the word “material.”
– Not restricted to patents and printed publications.

• 35 U.S.C. §257(c) EFFECT.—
– (1) IN GENERAL.—IN GENERAL.—A patent shall not be held unenforceable on the basis of 

conduct relating to information that had not been considered, was inadequately considered, 
or was incorrect in a prior examination of the patent if the information was considered, 
reconsidered, or corrected during a supplemental examination of the patent. The making of 
a request under subsection (a), or the absence thereof, shall not be relevant to 
enforceability of the patent under section 282. 

– Is requesting SE enough to meet Rohm&Haas test and “cure” inequitable 
conduct?

Curing An Error or Omission Through 

Supplemental Examination?
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• Restrictions:

– Not useful if allegations already raised in district court or ANDA 
notice para. IV before date of filing request (§257(c)(2)(A)), or 

– Shall not apply to any defenses raised in ITC litigation/district court 
litigation unless SE and any reexam ordered therefrom is finished 
before the date on which the action is brought (§257(c)(2)(B)). 
• Patent owners: think very carefully about the timing of any effort at 

supplemental examination if there is a desire to enforce the patent in the 
foreseeable future.  A reexamination may need to be appealed to get the 
patent out.  Thus, absent careful planning, it may mean delaying any effort to 
enforce the patent for one or more years.

Supplemental Examination
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• §257(e) FRAUD.—If the Director becomes aware, during the course of a 
supplemental examination or reexamination proceeding …, that a material 
fraud on the Office may have been committed in connection with the patent 
that is the subject of the supplemental examination…the Director shall also 
refer the matter to the Attorney General for such further action as the Attorney 
General may deem appropriate. 

• §257(f): Nothing in this section shall be construed—
– (1) to preclude the imposition of sanctions based upon criminal or antitrust laws …;
– (2) to limit the authority of the Director to investigate issues of possible misconduct 

and impose sanctions for misconduct in connection with matters or proceedings 
before the Office; or

– (3) to limit the authority of the Director to promulgate regulations under chapter 3 
relating to sanctions for misconduct by representatives practicing before the Office.

Supplemental Examination
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“Costs” of  SE

• Carries a steep fee
– $4,400 to request; $12,100 if reexam ordered; costs for each 

document submitted.

• Requires hefty admissions by the patent owner.
– A separate, detailed explanation of the relevance of each item of 

information to each claim of the patent for which supplemental 
examination is requested.

• Only 12 items can be raised in a request, but patentee can file 
as many requests as desired.
– Also, if reexam ordered, no limit on subsequent submissions.

• No interviews—and no amendments—are allowed.
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Supplemental Examination Stats

(FY2014-FY2019)

US 
patents/applications, 

OA's, 208, 37%

Foreign 
patents/applications, 

OA's, 201, 35%

Publications, 54, 10%

Declarations, 26, 5%

Webpage, 13, 2%

Poster/video/photo/pre
sentation/brochures/m
anuals/drawings, 46, 8%

Case law/statute/rules, 
8, 1%

District court and PTAB 
litigation documents, 

10, 2%

2/3 of items of 

information 

submitted are 

patents/patent 

applications

Source: Finnegan research using  

USPTO PAIR on 263 SE requests as of Feb. 3, 2020.
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Supplemental Examination Stats

(FY2014-FY2019)

33
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61
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2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Granted a filing date SNQ found

rate of finding SNQ in SE’s granted 

a filing date: 72% (167/231)

Source: USPTO Annual Reports, Table 13B
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Closer Look Where SNQ Found 

(FY2014-FY2019)

58%

11%

22%

8%

59%

3%

25%

13%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

No original claim in reexam
remaining, amended and newly

added claims

All claims in reexam canceled At least one original claim in
reexam confirmed, other claims in

reexam canceled, amended, or
newly added

Original claims in reexam
confirmed

Chemical Electrical/Mechanical

Source: Finnegan research using  

USPTO PAIR on 263 SE requests as of February 3, 2020.
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Lessons Learned from SE’s To Date 

(every case VERY fact-specific)
• 96/000,008

– Bring foreign references to the USPTO.
– No SNQ so there was a “car wash” of the patent regarding the documents submitted.

• 96/000,021
– Use supplemental examination to amend claims and obtain new claims.

• Patent owner gets amended claims and new claims and those claims should be free of 
inequitable conduct charges based on the two items submitted for supplemental examination.

• 96/000,045
– Finish SE and reexam, resulting in patent with amended and new claims surviving. 
– The SE cleared the way for denial of an IPR.

• 96/000,267
– Reexamination expressly examined other claims and pointed to MPEP authority for 

doing so. 
– 35 U.S.C. 257(a) and (c)(1), clearly and literally recite Supplemental Examination is “of a 

patent,” not of claims of a patent.
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Lessons Learned from SE’s To Date 

(every case VERY fact-specific)
• 96/000,297

– Use of declarations allowed and may be persuasive. Note, these declarations were to 
support position in SE request. They were not separate “items of information.” 

– The reference was a patent application, but this SE was used to remove the potential 
prior art status of Thacher – claims now protected from validity challenge based on 
Thacher. 

• 96/000,283
– Disclosed mistake, disclosed correction, tried to establish patentability, but as of right 

now, not looking good. Patent Owner may lose all claims.  
– It’s a risk! 

• 96/000,185
– Be prepared for the unexpected. 

• May not expect type of amendments have to make. 
• May take risk of filing declaration when not necessary. 
• Perhaps interview before committing to any course of action. 
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How To Balance Benefits And Limitations Of  

Se Before Filing Request?

--Potentially insulates 
claims from allegations of 
inequitable conduct.

-Potentially strengthens 
claims against future 
patentability attacks. 

-If the PTO finds an SNQ, you’re 
locked into ex parte
reexamination before the CRU 
(not your original examiner) 

-Only one bite at the apple (no 
RCEs), so you must appeal if 
you don’t resolve everything 
with your response to the first 
OA.
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A Need For Supplemental Examination 

To Clear The Path To Enforceability?
• Cleaning up own patent portfolio/health check.

– Assess the enforceability of valuable patent portfolios to determine whether requesting 
supplemental examination is an appropriate strategy in the particular circumstances

• Due diligence investigation.
– If there is a possible issue? is SE an option? 
– Was a SE request already filed? If yes, was the information submitted then used as basis for 

challenge in PTAB or court? If not, may be a vulnerability (SE protects from inequitable 
conduct only, not from using item submitted as basis for patentability/validity challenge!)

• Prior to or when listing in the OB, assess whether requesting SE is an appropriate 
strategy. 
– Owners of Orange Book-listed patents may be able to make reasonably accurate predictions 

of when they will receive patent validity challenges -> may be well-suited to submit an 
appropriate request for supplemental examination before their patents become involved in a 
potential litigation or IPR.
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REMEMBER

(1)SE is no guarantee that you will not need to 
worry about inequitable conduct; may generate 
a new inequitable conduct claim based on 
statements in the SE proceeding.

(2)SE provides a route for effectively seeking a 
reexam on information that cannot 
be considered in a conventional reexam.
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RESOURCES
• AIA Supplemental Examination Nuts and Bolts: Get it in your toolbox and don’t leave home 

without it!” https://www.finnegan.com/en/insights/blogs/america-invents-act/aia-
supplemental-examination-nuts-and-bolts-get-it-in-your-toolbox-and-dont-leave-home-without-
it.html

• “A Tale of Two Supplemental Examinations: Part 1: Unraveling Confusion,” 
https://www.finnegan.com/en/insights/blogs/america-invents-act/a-tale-of-two-supplemental-
examinations-part-1-unraveling-confusion.html

• “A Tale of Two Supplemental Examinations, Part II: Surprising Events When Citing Art That, but 
for a Clerical Error, Would Have Been Cited During Original Prosecution,” 
https://www.finnegan.com/en/insights/blogs/america-invents-act/a-tale-of-two-supplemental-
examinations-part-ii-surprising-events-when-citing-art-that-but-for-a-clerical-error-would-have-
been-cited-during-original-prosecution.html

• “Supplemental Examinations and Alice: The Bare Essentials of When Not to Poke the Bear,” 
https://www.finnegan.com/en/insights/blogs/america-invents-act/supplemental-examinations-
and-alice-the-bare-essentials-of-when-not-to-poke-the-bear.html

• “In Supplemental Examination, Discretion Is the Better Part of Valor,” 
https://www.finnegan.com/en/insights/blogs/america-invents-act/in-supplemental-examination-
discretion-is-the-better-part-of-valor.html
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Do Potential “Cures” Apply to 

Unclean Hands? 
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Thank you!

Tom Irving
tom.irving@finnegan.com

Paul Browning, Ph.D.
paul.browning@finnegan.com

Amanda Murphy, Ph.D.
amanda.murphy@finnegan.com

Jill MacAlpine, Ph.D.
jill.macalpine@finnegan.com
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